
Super Bowl to feature long overdue
rematch between Patriots and Rams

Los Angeles Rams kicker Greg Zuerlein (4) kicked the game-winning field goal in overtime of the NFC championship game

against the New Orleans Saints on January 20, 2019, in New Orleans, Louisiana. The Rams won 26-23 and will face the Patriots

in the NFL Super Bowl on February 3 in Atlanta, Georgia. Photo by: Carolyn Kaster/AP Photo 

It began in 2002. Back then the Rams were in St. Louis. The Patriots were a

courageous underdog standing in the way of a second Rams Super Bowl victory.

So much has changed since then. What hasn't changed is the Patriots'

leaders, coach Bill Belichick and quarterback Tom Brady.

The duo remains as skillful today as when they won that first championship 17 years ago. They

now face the Rams, who relocated to Los Angeles, in a Super Bowl rematch that pits the NFL's

past against its future.

At 32 years old, Rams coach Sean McVay is the youngest Super Bowl coach ever. At 66 years

old, Bill Belichick has an NFL-record 30 playoff wins.
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Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks

At 24 years old, Jared Goff is the youngest quarterback to win the National Football

Conference (NFC) championship. At 41 years old, Brady will be the oldest quarterback to start a

Super Bowl.

The Los Angeles Rams enter the Super Bowl with 15 wins and 3 losses. The team is back in the

championship game for the first time since that meeting against the Patriots. The New England

Patriots enter with 13 wins and 5 losses. New England is back for the third straight time, and the

fourth time in five seasons. They lost the Super Bowl to the Philadelphia Eagles last year. In total,

it will be the Patriots' ninth Super Bowl appearance with Belichick as head coach.

Reimagined Offense Overturns Old Idea

The Rams duo of McVay and Goff has spent the past two seasons showing that a new age of

football is coming. It is one in which McVay's reimagined offense has overturned the old idea that

teams must win championships with defense. The Rams have scored 30 points in 13 of their 18

games this season. A generation ago, that would've been unusual. Now, it's normal.

To officially usher the NFL into a new age, though, the Rams will have to get past New England.

Predictions say that the Patriots are favored to win by 1 point. The two teams will meet for Super

Bowl 53 in Atlanta, Georgia, on February 3. It will be exactly 17 years to the date of their last

Super Bowl showdown.

Is Brady up to the challenge?

Well, on Sunday, January 20, he drove the Patriots down the field for three straight touchdowns.

Two came in the fourth quarter and one sealed the win in overtime. That set the Patriots up for a

37 to 31 victory over the Kansas City Chiefs. They were the only team that gained more yards

than the Rams this season.
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The Patriots' win put an end to the dream of a rematch between two teams of the future, the

Rams and the Chiefs. Los Angeles and Kansas City played each other in November this season.

That game was a wildly entertaining touchdown-fest that ended in a 54 to 51 Rams victory.

"Rematch" Of 2002 Super Bowl

Instead, we get a "rematch" of that 2002 Super Bowl. The Patriots won that game 20 to 17.

The Rams entered the 2002 Super Bowl looking like a team that could win championships for

years to come.

The previous season they had won their first Super Bowl. Led by quarterback Kurt Warner, they

were known for their outstanding offense. They had scored 500 points in three straight seasons.

They were a two-touchdown favorite against Belichick and Brady.

New England used ball control, defense and a last-second field goal to beat the Rams. On the

surface, it looks like the game plan might be similar this time around. Brady is also perfectly

capable of matching opponents touchdown-for-touchdown, though. The Patriots ranked fifth in

overall offense this season. They were only 28 yards a game behind Los Angeles.
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Offense Built Around Brady

New England's offense is built around Brady. It relies on his mastery of diagnosing defenses

before the play begins. He's also proven an expert at working many different players into his

offense over the years.

The Patriots' other strength is the way they hold onto top talent.

Offensive coordinator Josh McDaniels is in charge of planning the Patriots' offense. Other teams

offer him jobs virtually every year, but he continues to stick with Belichick and the Patriots.

Relying on people like McDaniels makes the Patriots a stable team.

As for the Rams, they improved from 10th last year in offense to second this season, as McVay

and Goff found their footing. McVay's offensive coaches' talent has been noticed by other teams

as well. Two accepted job offers with other teams after last season. Two more are drawing

attention this season.

Now comes the ultimate question. If the coaches leave, will they do so with a Super Bowl ring?
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Quiz

1 How does the section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” relate to the introduction [paragraphs

1-4]?

(A) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” introduces a solution to a

problem that was presented in the introduction.

(B) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” further elaborates on the

comparison that was introduced in the introduction.

(C) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” shows what caused the effect

that was described in the introduction.

(D) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” lists events in order to continue

where the introduction left off.

2 Read the section "Offense Built Around Brady.”

What does this section introduce that other sections do NOT?

(A) a prediction of who will win the Super Bowl this year

(B) a comparison between the Rams' quarterback and Patriots' quarterback

(C) a difference between the Rams and the Patriots this year

(D) a possible problem that the Rams will have with coaching next season

3 Which option BEST describes the author's point of view about this year’s Super Bowl?

(A) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between one team that is entertaining to watch

and another team that is not as exciting to watch.

(B) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between a team that focuses on their offense

and scoring points and another team that only works on their defense.

(C) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between a team that deserves to be in the

Super Bowl and another team that no one thinks deserves to be in the Super

Bowl.

(D) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between one team that represents the future of

football and another team that represents the experience of the past.
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4 What is the author's MAIN purpose for including information about the Super Bowl in 2002?

(A) to show how the Rams and Patriots have switched positions since the last time

they met each other in the Super Bowl

(B) to provide proof that the Patriots are likely to win this year's Super Bowl just like

they won the Super Bowl in 2002

(C) to prove that the Rams have a better chance of winning the Super Bowl than they

had when they played in 2002

(D) to explain that not much has changed since the Rams and Patriots last played in

the Super Bowl in 2002
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Answer Key

1 How does the section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” relate to the introduction [paragraphs

1-4]?

(A) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” introduces a solution to a

problem that was presented in the introduction.

(B) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” further elaborates on

the comparison that was introduced in the introduction.

(C) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” shows what caused the effect

that was described in the introduction.

(D) The section “Youngest And Oldest Quarterbacks” lists events in order to continue

where the introduction left off.

2 Read the section "Offense Built Around Brady.”

What does this section introduce that other sections do NOT?

(A) a prediction of who will win the Super Bowl this year

(B) a comparison between the Rams' quarterback and Patriots' quarterback

(C) a difference between the Rams and the Patriots this year

(D) a possible problem that the Rams will have with coaching next season

3 Which option BEST describes the author's point of view about this year’s Super Bowl?

(A) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between one team that is entertaining to watch

and another team that is not as exciting to watch.

(B) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between a team that focuses on their offense

and scoring points and another team that only works on their defense.

(C) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between a team that deserves to be in the

Super Bowl and another team that no one thinks deserves to be in the Super

Bowl.

(D) This year’s Super Bowl is a match between one team that represents the

future of football and another team that represents the experience of the

past.
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4 What is the author's MAIN purpose for including information about the Super Bowl in 2002?

(A) to show how the Rams and Patriots have switched positions since the

last time they met each other in the Super Bowl

(B) to provide proof that the Patriots are likely to win this year's Super Bowl just like

they won the Super Bowl in 2002

(C) to prove that the Rams have a better chance of winning the Super Bowl than they

had when they played in 2002

(D) to explain that not much has changed since the Rams and Patriots last played in

the Super Bowl in 2002
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